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Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The Canary, ICRAA, Anjem
Choudary: PM Theresa May or Anjem Choudary is irrelevant if
British oligarchy & people not interested in EoP root cause
problem solving.

21 August 2016
Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark
Spartacus: John Simkin
The Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza
Islamic Center for Research and Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema
Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark (chunkymark1974@yahoo.com); Spartacus: John Simkin
(john@spartacus-educational.com); The Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza
(kerryanne@thecanary.co); Islamic Center for Research and Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema
(callingchristians@gmail.com)
CC: Anjem Choudary: UK: Society of Muslim Lawyers (info@aml.org.uk)
Ref: EoP: UK v Anjem Choudary [PDF]
PM Theresa May or Anjem Choudary is irrelevant if British oligarchy & people not
interested in EoP root cause problem solving.
Ecology of Peace multitasking perspective and interpretation response on some issues raised in
Spartacus: Leon Trotsky and Jeremy Corbyn's Labour Party; The Canary: The Taxi Driver’s
message to Sadiq Khan on his betrayal of Jeremy Corbyn; Islamic Center for Research and
Academics: Explained: Hadith about eating in one or seven intestines.
****
EoP interpretation of Mr Anjem Choudary’s statements and actions as narrated in Better an
Honest Enemy, than a False Friend: Islam4UK's Anjem Choudari agrees with Breivik that
Islam and Non-Islam are at War in Europe and Anjem Choudary backs Remain campaign as
EU protects against deportations; are that Mr Choudary could possibly be interested in
sincerely engaging in brutal honest legal truthseeking enquiry.
Should any UK v Anjem Choudary party consider that an honourable civil factual reality
problem solving focused legal EoP v WiP cultural and race war enquiry conversation may be of
educational benefit for British citizens and enable greater clarification of British Rule of Law;
enabling greater certainty for British citizens; regarding British Rule of Law legal definition of
‘terrorism’; I shall be happy to file an Ecology of Peace Amicus to your proceedings.
-- EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: UK v Anjem Choudary [PDF]

****
Abu Hurairah narrated that Allah’s Messenger said, “A Muslim eats in one intestine while a
Kafir [disbeliever] eats in seven intestines.” - al-Bukhari, al-Sahih, Translated by Muhammad
Muhsin Khan (Riyadh: Maktabat Dar-us-Salam, 1997) Hadith 5396
Ibn Athir al-Jazari (d. 606/1210) writes: “It is a metaphor for the contentment of the believer on
a little of this world and a disbeliever’s craving for an excess of it.” - al-Jazari, Ibn Athir, Jami’
al-Usool fi Ahadith ar-Rasool, (Damascus: Maktaba Al-Halwani, 1971) Vol.7, 406
Ecology of Peace Factual Reality Muslim Interpretation:
An individual who advocates on behalf of Islamic doctrine that recognizes Ecology of Peace
Factual Reality principles could interpret Abu Hurairah and Ibn Athir al-Jazari’s
interpretations of the statements of Allah’s messenger as:
‘An individual who self-identifies as a Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim, whose procreation
and consumption footprint of earth’s finite resources is below ecological carrying capacity
limits, metaphorically consumes earth’s resources with one intestine, and can honestly and
sincerely be referred to as an Ecology of Peace culture Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim.
‘An individual who self-identifies as a Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim, whose procreation
and consumption footprint of earth’s finite resources is above ecological carrying capacity
limits, metaphorically consumes earths resources with seven intestines; and can honestly and
sincerely be referred to as a Masonic War is Peace culture Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Kafir
Muslim; until they listen to the honest and sincere constructive criticism and amend their
procreation and consumption footprint behaviours to below ecological carrying capacity limits.
‘An individual who self-identifies as a Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim scholar or imam,
whose interpretation of ‘Islamic’ doctrine advocates on behalf of Muslims having a one intestine
procreation and consumption eco-footprint; i.e. below earths finite ecological carrying capacity
resource limits; is an Ecology of Peace Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim scholar.
‘An individual who self-identifies as a Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim scholar or imam,
whose interpretation of ‘Islamic’ doctrine advocates on behalf of Muslims having a seven
intestine procreation and consumption eco-footprint; i.e. above earths finite ecological carrying
capacity resource limits; is a Masonic War is Peace Sunni, Shia, Wahhabi or Sufi Muslim
scholar.
An excerpt of Ecology of Peace culture detailed suggested definitions of measuring any
individuals procreation and consumption footprints as submitted to ICC Judges [PDF]; can be
found in EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: UK v Anjem Choudary [PDF]
****
Put simply: Europe, Africa, Eurasia, America: All of humans on Planet Earth’s choices are
between Ecology of Peace humane, orderly and relatively non-violent deindustrialization and
depopulation; and Masonic War is Peace extremely violent Mad Max race wars, religious wars,
four horses of the apocalypse Armageddon deindustrialization and depopulation.
It is true that when the European Union and World economy collapses; perhaps together;
perhaps subsequent to each other by a few years [Meltdown]; the socio-economic conditions
shall result in the rise of either Masonic ‘left: communist’ or ‘right: national socialist’ wing War
is Peace populist extremist political parties. Irrespective of whether the extremist populist
party in any particular nation is ‘left’ or ‘right’; that Masonic War is Peace populist extremist

party shall need to engage in culling of the populace; to reduce the nations populace to levels
closer to ecological carrying capacity limits. Both left and right wing Masonic War is Peace
extremist populists shall have their respective ‘racial, cultural or religious trash’ [Soviet Story]
whom they shall cull from their national genepool; whether via Stalinist Ukraine like famine;
or Siberian concentration camps [Soviet Story]; or Nazi-like concentration camps [Jesuit Nazi
Final Solution]; or American version Fema camps; or simply quickly and brutally Hutu-Tutsi
style [Hutu-Tutsi]. There shall be mass culling. The decision-making about whom should and
should not be culled; will not be based upon any racial, cultural, religious impartial ‘rule of
culling law’ principle; but on the emotional hatred zeal of those in power; against perceived
racial, religious or cultural group enemies; with no consideration whether individuals within
that racial, religious or cultural group are guilty of the crimes; that some of their fellow racial,
religious or cultural members are perceived to be guilty of by the respective Masonic Right/Left
Extremist elite.
“Left right or right wing Capitalist WiP economic and population growth destroys the
environment decreasing the nation’s resources. Left or Right wing Communist or National
Socialist WiP economic and population growth destroys the environment decreasing the
nation’s resources. The only difference is that Left or Right wing Capitalist growth does it
faster and with greater economic inequality. When nations choose to follow a Masonic
capitalist, communist, socialist, libertarian, Stalinist, nazi ‘right to breed/consume above
ecological carrying capacity limits’ economic growth or population growth plan; they are buying
a ticket on the Titanic. Whether they purchase a Left or Right Wing Neo Conservative/Liberal
capitalist first-class or Left or Right wing Extremist Marxist/Nazi communist/national socialist
third class steerage Titanic ticket is irrelevant. They are purchasing a ticket on the Titanic
where the end sinking of the WiP capitalist/communist titanic economy; and mass covert or
overt culling of ‘racial trash’ result is the same.” – amended quote of Albert Bartlett;
Arithmetic, Population and Energy.
“The teachings of Marx and Engels were carefully studied by Lenin; the man who established
the first Marxist country on Earth. One year after Lenin’s death in 1924, the New York Times
published a small article, which at the time went almost unnoticed: "Hitlerite Riot In Berlin:
Bear Glasses Fly When Speaker Compares Hitler and Lenin. It was about some newly
established party in Germany. Berlin, Nov 27: The National Socialist-Labor Party, of which
Adolph Hitler is patron and father, persists in believing Lenin and Hitler can be compared or
contrasted in a party meeting. Two weeks ago an attempted discussion of this subject led to one
death, sixty injuries and GBP 3,000 damages to beer glasses, tables, chairs, windows and
chandeliers in Chemnitz. Last night Dr Goebels tried the experiment in Berlin and only police
intervention prevented a repetition of the Chemnitz affair. On Dr. Goebels assertion that Lenin
was the greatest man, second only to Hitler, and that the difference between communism and
the Hitler faith were very slight, a faction war opened with whizzing beer glasses." Amazing. A
Future Nazi propaganda minister Goebels was openly declaring that the difference between
Lenin's communism and the Hitler faith was very slight.” -- The Soviet Story.
-- EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Diem 25 [PDF]
****
Ecological foundation of economic-political ism’s; from conservatism to socialism and/or racial
separatist powerisms:
“If your ‘conservatism’ ‘libertarianism’ ‘liberalism’ ‘communism’ ‘nationalism’ ‘progressivism’
‘racial powerism’ ‘islamism’ has no buck stops here concern for establishing a legal social
contract that legally conserves your nations resources; upon which all of life’s species rely upon
for survival and sustenance; in accordance with ecological carrying capacity limits; by requiring
your nation’s citizens to restrict their procreation and/or consumption to below ecological

carrying capacity limits; then your ‘conservatism’ ‘libertarianism’ ‘liberalism’ ‘communism’
‘nationalism’ ‘progressivism’ ‘racial powerism’ ‘islamism’ efforts to pretend to be concerned
about conserving any ‘conservative’ ‘libertarian’ ‘liberal’ ‘communist’ ‘nationalist’ ‘progressive’
‘racial separatist’ ‘islamic’ self sufficiency; religious, racial or class cultural values is akin to
farting against thunder. Put simply: If your ‘conservatism’ ‘libertarianism’ ‘liberalism’
‘communism’ ‘nationalism’ ‘progressivism’ ‘racial powerism’ ‘islamism’ is not about conserving
the ecological carrying capacity resource foundations upon which all of life reside; your
‘conservatism’ ‘libertarianism’ ‘liberalism’ ‘communism’ ‘nationalism’ ‘progressivism’ ‘racial
powerism’ ‘islamism’ ain’t nothing but fuck honour bullshit the public relations image
management vote welfare bribery.”
-- EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 07 May: Real Clear Politics
… US Army Ft Bragg.
****
‘Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton is irrelevant if American oligarchy has fuck all interest in
EoP root cause problem solving.’ – paraphrased EoP interpretation of Vladimir Putin answer in
14 April 2016 Direct Line Q&A session.
“What goddamn part of -- ‘when you are; or pretend to be ‘America First’ super power; and you
do sweet goddamn fuck all for decades - presumably cause your entire culture is focused on
nothing but corporate cocksucking of Hollywood like tits and ass sluts - about root cause
problem solving and establishing a system of justice for all; your whacking a mole for corporate
profiteering kaffirs pretending to be Aryan oligarchs; inaction leads to a fucking lot of
resentment; where millions; perhaps billions of people around the planet; watching fuck honour
American corporate profiteering whores terrorized into jumping out of the windows of World
Trade Center skyscrapers; ranks amongst probably one of the happiest moments of their
miserable lives.” -- Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’; does
America not understand?
-- EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 18 May RFERL .. The
Interpreter.
****
‘Whether duhmockery addicted British citizens elect Theresa May, Nigel Farage, Nick Griffin,
Paul Golding, Jeremy Corbyn, Saddiq Khan or Anjem Choudary as British Prime Minister; is
irrelevant if British corporate oligarchy and people have fuck all interest in EoP root cause
problem solving.’
You will change fuck all in yourself or anyone else about the endless -- austerity, racism,
economic inequality; political correctness: psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures;
climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic
jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, militarized police, mass surveillance police state,
racial, religious and ideological terrorism, economic and military resource warfare, Islamism,
feminism, racism, Zionism, Nazism, etc -- problems you whine about; until the day you choose
to start cooperating to replace the Masonic War is Peace 'right to breed and consume with total
disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the international law social contact;
with Ecology of Peace clauses that require all the people from all races, classes, religions and
nations to (a) breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or be eliminated
from the planetary genepool; and (b) engage in fully informed consenting agreements.

Put simply: 'until your family, party, corporation, race, religion, nation decides to cooperate to
implement an EoP social contract that limits all families, parties, corporations, races, religions
and nations procreation and consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; you, your
family, party, corporation, race or religion will change sweet fuck all.' Semper Fi!
****
Copy of this correspondence shall be posted in (i) EoP: UK v Anjem Choudary [PDF]; (ii) EoP v
WiP NWO negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The
Canary, Islamic Center for Research and Academics.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
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ICANN, Intnl Assoc of Prosecutors, IAEA, ICC Judges, Birstall
Library, Leeds Law Society, Mag Torlage: Re: (i) IAEA Options
for Planetary decommission of Nuclear Power Plants; (ii) EoP
Submission to ICANN & Intnl Association of Prosecutors.

---------------- DRAFT; NOT YET LAND-MAILED ---------------08 August 2016
PO Box 5042
George East, 6539
Tel: 044 – 870 7239
TO: Pres: Göran Marby
ICANN: Internet Corp. for Assigned
Names & Numbers
via Singapore Office: South Beach
Tower; 38 Beach Road; Unit 04-11
Singapore 189767

TO: Acting Secretary General: Han Moraal
Intn’l Assoc of Prosecutors
Hartogstraat 13
2514 EP The Hague
Ref: EoP Corr: IAP [PDF1]

CC: Director: Yukiya Amano
IAEA: Intnl Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

CC: ICC Judges via Pres: Judge Silvia
Fernández de Gurmendi
International Criminal Court
Oude Waalsdorperweg 10
2597 AK, The Hague
The Netherlands
Ref: EoP Corr: ICC Judges [PDF2]

CC: Birstall Library and Info Centre
Market Street
Birstall, Batley
WF17 9EN, United Kingdom
Ref: UK v Thomas Mair [PDF3]

CC: President: Sue Harris
Leeds Law Society
62 Wellington Street
Leeds, LS1 2EE, United Kingdom
Ref: UK v Thomas Mair [PDF4]
CC: Magistrate Torlage
George Magistrates Court
Cnr York & Courtenay Street

http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_citynotices_tl.pdf
http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-09-19_gmc4643-13_eopaxis_a-all_icc-judges.pdf
3 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr_uk-tmair.pdf
4 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr_uk-tmair.pdf
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Camfers Drift George 6529
Ref: GMC 5048-15: LJ v CJ5
CC: MWeb Legal Dept6, ISPA: Internet Service Providers' Assoc.7

ICANN: Dir Amaon & IAP: Sec Gen Moraal:
Re: (i) IAEA Options for Planetary decommission of Nuclear Power Plants; (ii) EoP
Submission to ICANN & Intnl Association of Prosecutors
“The [ Euromaidan; Tiannaman; etc ] protestors fought and died for nothing; because they
failed to (a) identify the root cause of their corporate; economic and political ‘corruption’
problem; (b) because their communication practices were not based upon buck stops here
honesty root cause problem solving relationships with a truthseeking focus. The root cause
of economic and political corruption is a Masonic War is Peace legal social contract that
allows citizens to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits.”
-- EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments correspondence8: [PDF9]: 03 Jun: Truthseeker
Anti-Maidan10.

Nuclear Power Plant Decommission Teams: EoP co-operators or WiP Chernobyl
‘Fried chicken’ BBQ option:
“There is no security without sustainability”: In the absence of an international new
moral order where World Leaders implement Ecology of Peace international law social
contract to orderly and humanely regulate and reduce human procreation and resource
utilization behaviour; towards a sustainable, pre-industrial lifestyle paradigm; the
runaway feedback confluence of overpopulation, overconsumption, ecological tipping
points, resource scarcity, climate change and economic inequality, will generate scarcity
induced conflict and war -- perhaps nuclear -- confronting regions at an accelerated pace,
resulting in the “collapse of the global economic system and every market-oriented
national economy”, by 2030, and extermination of humanity, by 2060.” – Military
Gospel According to Homer Lea11: Military Necessity Doctrine12
“General Mike Flynn: You can’t defeat an enemy you don’t admit exists. Any form of
capitalism that allows citizens to procreate and/or consume above ecological carrying
capacity limits; cannot – according to Tragedy of the Commons principles – do anything
else but degenerate into predatory capitalism aka fascism. Of interest regarding the
future impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism: Real News: Paul
Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence
Wilkerson; particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of
the great powers cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the
massive impending planetary social conflict problems resulting from climate change,
peak food, peak water, peak oil, including how and where to bury 6 billion people.” -- 02
March 2016: Re: Van Jones: Req for Slavery/Racism Abolition Info with regard to your
KKK Donald Trump CNN Discussion with Jeffrey Lord. Transcript in: EoP Admin:
http://sqswans.weebly.com/gmc-5048-15-lj-v-chj.html
MWeb Legal Dept: MWeb Connect, Private Bag X001, N1 City, 7463
7 ISPA: Internet Service Providers' Assoc., PO Box 518, Noordwyk, 1687
8 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-v-wip-comm-corr
9 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-01-14_newrules-or-norules_commentscorr.pdf
10 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-v-wip-comm-corr/03-jun-truthseeker-anti-maidan
5
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Military Gospel According to Homer Lea: http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
Military Necessity Defense Doctrine: http://tygae.weebly.com/military-necessity-doctrine.html

Annexure: Van Jones [PDF13]; EoP Axis [PDF14]; IL Coercion [PDF15]; EoP Applicants
[PDF16]; Donald Trump [PDF17].
“In its advisory opinion on the legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons, the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) observed that such threat or use would generally be
contrary to international humanitarian law. The opinion went on to state, however, that
the court “cannot lose sight of the fundamental right of every State to survival, and thus
its right to resort to self-defence . . . when its survival is at stake.” The court held, by
seven votes to seven, with its president’s casting vote, that it “cannot conclude definitively
whether the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be lawful or unlawful in an extreme
circumstance of self defence in which the very survival of a State would be at stake.”
-- Excerpt: Military Necessity: Use of Nuclear Weapons for Self Preservation; as detailed at:
Military Gospel According to Homer Lea18: Military Necessity Doctrine 19.
**
Chernobyl Decommission of Nuclear Power plants option.
In both the medium short term and long term; the Chernobyl – technical mistake –
decommission option20 [David Cameron: EU negotiations: all options on the Table 21 –
resources to help Chilcot Inquiry into Iraq War22 | Christian Defense League: Scottish
Nuclear Power Plant Worker caught studying bomb-making websites at work23; Doosan
Babcock contractor at Nuclear power plant 'visited bomb-making website'24 | Washington
Times: Obama calls slain TX Deputy Sheriff wife Kathleen Goforth; from plane on way to
Alaska25] would be of far greater benefit to the environment and other animal species;
than the devastation on the environment from human industrial agricultural habitation
pontificating about nuclear power decommission, depopulation and deindustrialization
[FT: Radiation Biology: New Life at Chernobyl 26].
If necessary; prior to such nuclear decommission event in particular country; the ‘nuclear
decommission team’ can include as one of their Chernobyl decommission hostage demands
that all mainstream media publications should be raided; and required to play/print a prerecorded message; whereby all citizens are informed that these media publications have
been deliberately and malicious censoring information from the public about efforts to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; for the benefit of all the
worlds citizens; so now they are being forced to do so at gunpoint.
The editors and journalists who refuse are fired and replaced with journalists wiling to
cooperate and educate the citizens about the necessity of signing their EoP Axis Oaths. If
there are enough scientists and engineers motivated to sincerely cooperate to
decommission the nuclear power plant within 2 years; they can consider the option of
doing so; or evacuate those who have signed EoP Axis oaths to other nations where there
http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr_vanjones.pdf
http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr-eopaxis.pdf
15 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr-ilcoercion.pdf
16 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-09-19_gmc4643-13_applicants.pdf
17 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-01-14_newrules-ornorules_commentscorr.pdf
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http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/military-necessity-doctrine.html
20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS3WvKKSpKI
21 https://www.facebook.com/DavidCameronOfficial/posts/1071916989499285
22 https://www.facebook.com/DavidCameronOfficial/posts/1072394669451517
23 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=983021648420933&id=129873903735716
24 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=983205231735908&id=1298739037
25 http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/aug/31/obama-calls-widow-darren-goforth/
26 https://www.facebook.com/financialtimes/posts/10153621285060750
18
19

are no nuclear power plants; where all scarcity combatants who refused to sign EoP Axis
Oaths have been psychotronically evacuated [EoP Axis evacuation info27]; leaving only a
miniscule population; where there is space for individuals evacuated from Chernobyl
decommission zone nations; who are sincere about living in accordance to EoP social
contract terms; who can re-establish themselves in family or EoP like kibbutz
communities; based upon New Economy principles.
[Turkish police raid media channels: Al Jazeera28; NBC News29; Mark Manning30 | James
Jay Lee Discovery Channel Hostage Event 31 | Russia Raids media channel: Putin
System32 | Russia – Pentagon cutting of information cables: CBS33; Mark Laymon34 ]
-- 01 Nov 2015: 11:53 PM: Subject: Aloha Gambia Natural Farming & Knock Knock
Uganda PC Mortal Kombat; Ernesto Sirolli: Want to help someone? Shut up and listen.
Transcript: EoP Axis [PDF35]; Intnl Law [PDF36]; Israel [PDF37]; Uganda: Peace Corps
[PDF38]
***
Possibly Related: EoP Observations subject to RH IQO Caveat39: 28 July 2016: John
Hinkley, attempted assassin of President Ronald Raegan to be released from mental
institution after 35 years; as soon as 05 August 2016; to live with his mother –
Telegraph40, CNN41; 29 July 2016: UK PM Theresa May blocks China Hinkley Point
nuclear power station legally binding subsidy and China investment deal, demanding a
fresh review of the project -- Telegraph42. EoP Applicants: Req Asst Counsel: Erin
Brockovich [PDF43]: Lame Ass Offer Hinkley water.

EoP Submission to ICANN & Intnl Association of Prosecutors
At the time of receiving MWeb legal departments email announcing that they were
terminating their account with Clive Johnstone; Lara was engaged in preliminary research to
file a submission to ICANN: Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers44; copied
to International Association of Prosecutors [PDF45]: General Counsel: Rasmus Wandall.
The EoP submission to ICANN submission was a suggestion to draft Internet Service
Providers into cooperating to help notify their internet clients and the planets citizens of the
importance of non-violently cooperating to help solve the Tragedy of the Commons inevitable
nuclear war environmental collapse problem that’s the only problem left that’s worth solving; to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contact:
http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-axis-milnec-evacuation.html
https://www.facebook.com/aljazeera/posts/10153822022738690
29 https://www.facebook.com/NBCNews/posts/1229747140378647
30 https://www.facebook.com/mark.manning.90/posts/10207782270335932
31 http://why-we-are-white-refugees.blogspot.com/2010/09/tribute-to-james-jay-lees-race-to-save.html
32 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pi0Jjp16eVk
33 https://www.facebook.com/cbcnews/posts/10153756667994604
34 https://www.facebook.com/MrWebAuthor/posts/1155227361157339
35 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr-eopaxis.pdf
36 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr-intnllaw.pdf
37 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr-ilcoercion.pdf
38 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_citynotices_ug_sf-pc.pdf
39 http://ujmc-sf44.blogspot.co.za/p/eop-rh-iqo.html
40 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/27/ronald-reagans-would-be-assassin-to-be-released-from-prisonafte/
41 http://edition.cnn.com/2016/07/27/politics/john-hinckley-jr-set-to-be-released/
42 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/08/09/chinas-relationship-with-uk-at-risk-over-hinkley-point-delaywar/
43 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-09-19_gmc4643-13_eopaxis_a-all_ebrockovich.pdf
44 https://www.icann.org/
45 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_citynotices_tl.pdf
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“This tragic [— environmental collapse — at the end of which we are left without a home,
having rendered Earth (our home planet) uninhabitable] outcome may not be unavoidable.
And if it is not unavoidable, then that's about the only problem left that's worth solving.
The solution can be almost arbitrarily expensive in both life and treasure. I would humbly
suggest that it's worth all the money in the world, plus a few billion lives, because if a
solution isn't found, then that treasure and those lives are forfeit anyway. A solution for
avoiding the sixth stage must be found, but I don't know what that solution would look
like.”
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation 46 is the military necessity mutual coercion last
resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options. It provides a legal
blueprint for how to legally, militarily, politically and economically implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract; to enable immediate orderly and humane
deindustrialization and massive depopulation measures.
--EoP v WiP NOW Negotiations: Comments Correspondence47 [PDF48]: 29 Apr: Club
Orlov49.
**
The purpose of the private prosecution complaint to the International Criminal Court is to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that requires all the
world’s citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits. The
complaint shall charge the breeding and/or consumption scarcity combatants with ‘Crimes
of Aggression Acts of War’ for their breeding/consuming above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and shall require the respondents to cooperate; to nonviolently de-industrialize and
reduce consumption and procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; through specific
actions requested of them. Put simply in terms of Moreno-Ocampo’s red/green light
international law analogy; individuals breeding and/or consuming above ecological
carrying capacity limits are guilty of procreation/consumption crimes of aggression acts of
war; i.e. have crossed the red light.”
[..]
Re: WiP Kampala ‘crimes of aggression’ definition
[..] EoP Simplify Suggestion:
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Nation states standing army or dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war
military aggression – like climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living
increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak
food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources – are a
direct and indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; provides the worlds nation states
constitutions provide nation state citizens with the implied ‘right to breed and
consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’.
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4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits
when legislators amend the current international law and national constitutional
social contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption above ecological
carrying capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their nations citizens to
procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
If or when such EoP international law legislation existed: Any political party that
attempted to bribe its nations citizens to vote for it; or to fund it; in exchange for offerings
of ‘right to breed’ or ‘right to produce/consume’ above ecological carrying capacity limits;
could be charged with crimes of aggression acts of war in the nations courts; and if found
guilty lose their political party licenses. Any nation’s courts that refused to penalize such a
political party with loss of political party licensing could be legally charged in an
international court; by any individual in that nation or another nation for their crimes of
aggression acts of war intentions to bribe their citizens to overbreed or overconsume
contributing to resource scarcity and resource wars.
I imagine it shall be far cheaper and easier for a prosecutor to prove ‘overbreeding’ and/or
‘overconsumption’ in a court of law; or overbreeding / consumption bribery; than it
currently is to prove current multiple different definitions of ‘corruption’ etc; that not only
confuse citizens; but in and of such citizen confusion is the seed of the citizens distrust of
the legal systems impartiality, honesty and integrity; and the source in citizens and
lawyers minds that a bundle of lies is the edifice upon which the legal establishment is
built; that courts are not courts for the clear fair and honest resolution of disputes in
simple village idiot language understood by the common man; but religious psychological
warfare battle of wits temples. [Sajjan Poovayya: Common Myths about Indian lawyers]

The EoP submission to ICANN would provide options for removing much of the parasitic
noise on the internet; by requiring all ISP’s to restrict home and/or corporate and non-profit
internet access to (a) individuals and/or corporations who had signed EoP Axis oaths; who were
willing to cooperate to use their online internet activity to non-violently and cooperatively; help
solve the tragic environmental collapse problem that’s the only problem left that’s worth
solving; by cooperating to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
Libraries could be provided exemptions to allow individuals who refuse to sign EoP Axis
oaths for home and/or corporate access to the internet; to access the internet for emailing
and/or information research. Internet Café’s could also be provided exemptions to allow
individuals who refuse to sign EoP Axis oaths for home and/or corporate access to the internet;
to access the internet for emailing and/or information research; as long as they provide 40% of
their profits to a local library/ies to help fund libraries costs of providing internet access to
individuals who refuse to sign EoP Axis Oaths.
ISP’s restricting internet and email access only to individuals who had signed EoP Axis
Oaths would help to raise awareness of such individuals to amending their procreation and
consumption lifestyles in accordance with their EoP Axis Oath commitment; as well as the
future last resort EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation lotto option for implementing an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract.

Respectfully

Lara Johnstone

